
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Melchsee-Frutt 
The natural pearl in the heart of Switzerland 
In the middle of the Central Switzerland and only about 30 kilometres away from 
Lucerne, the sunny high plateau is located on nearly 2'000 m.a.s.l.  

Enjoy about 50km hiking and mountain trails around the Frutt-Lakes or on the promising 
summits. Or what do you think about a refreshing scooter ride?  

If the calves are tired, you can hop on the Fruttli-train. The viewing platform of the 
panorama lift offers a great view over the Melchsee and the numerous barbecue sites 
invites you for a grill pleasant with all your beloved ones.  

The climbing Eldorado offers for beginners and summiteer exactly the best terrain. And 
also the heart of every mountain lake fisherman rises on Melchsee-Frutt; fishing in one of 
the three crystal clear mountain lakes fulfils the dream of every fisherman.  

Numerous hotels and mountain restaurants cares for culinary climaxes and promise 
unforgettable moments in the midst of a splendid mountain scenery. 

With pleasure we present you an individual offer with attractive group prices.  
Contact: Sportbahnen Melchsee-Frutt, info@melchsee-frutt.ch, P: +41 41 669 70 60 

 
We look forward to welcome you! 
 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Fruttli train 
The calves are tired? Then you should get on the Fruttli train and 
drive yourselves to the aim. The Fruttli train operates between 
Melchsee-Frutt and Tannalp. On the way you have the possibility to 
hop on and off at the marked stops. It’s also a highlight for all the 
little guest. 
 

Panorama lift 
On just forty metres above the Melchsee the view platform 
recumbent. There you enjoy the wonderful mountain panorama of 
Melchsee-Frutt. The use of the arrangement is free and promises an 
stunning view of the surrounding mountaintops. 
 
 

Fruttli-Way 
The new learn and adventure trail around the lake will teach you all 
about the groundhog. The “Fruttli” and his family are groundhogs 
and also the mascots of Melchsee-Frutt. 
By a playfully way you will find out everything about the groundhog. 
There is also a exciting story about the “Fruttli” and different stations 
where you can solve tasks and in the end you get a reward. 
 

Hiking 
Who bets on travelling shoes, can let off steam on the about 50 
kilometre long mountain and footpath net on Melchsee-Frutt. From 
comfortable walks along the lakes up to demanding height 
wanderings Melchsee-Frutt offers exactly the right thing for 
everybody. 
 

Climbing and via ferrata 
In the sports climbing Eldorado on Melchsee-Frutt more than 150 
wait passed away routes in the degrees of difficulty from 3a to 8 to 
be explored. The climbing steep path "Fruttli" also promises for 
beginners and children an unforgettable climbing experience. The 
Adventurepark at Stöckalp offers fun for the whole family.  
 
 
Fishing 
The fishing of trouts and chars on 2'000 metres above the sea level, 
the dream of every mountain lake fisherman! Three crystal clear 
mountain lakes - Melchsee, Tannensee and Blausee – invite to the 
fishing full of pleasure. 
 

Scooter riding  
With the Scooter of Melchsee-Frutt to Stöckalp roar is another 
adventure. Feel the journey wind in the hair and the sun in the face 
and enjoy the a little bit other valley departure. 
 
 


